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Fingering instability of a sheet of yield-stress fluid
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We study the fingering instability that occurs at the contact line of a thin sheet of a yield-stress fluid flowing
down an incline. We derive an expression for the wavelength of the finger pattern as a function of inclination
angle for a Herschel-Bulkley fluid. The wavelength is predicted to diverge at a finite angle which is related to
the yield stress of the fluid. We also measure the wavelength of the finger pattern with suspensions of bentonite
clay in water. Our experimental results agree well with the theoretical prediction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a viscous fluid sheet spreads under the influenc
an external force, the fluid-solid-air contact line at the fro
of the sheet can become unstable to the formation of fing
@1–20#. This instability has been studied in several contex
including gravity-driven flow down an incline@1–14# cen-
trifugal forcing ~spin coating! @15–18#, and forcing by Ma-
rangoni forces@19,20#. In practical terms, this type of insta
bility is important in many situations, including coatin
applications@21#, granular flows@22#, and lava flows@23#.
Most previous studies of contact line instabilities have c
sidered only Newtonian fluids, although Homsy and c
workers have studied fingering in the spin coating of v
coelastic fluids@16–18#, and Saffman-Taylor fingering ha
been studied in yield-stress fluids@24,25# and other non-
Newtonian materials@26#. On the other hand, in many situ
ations of practical interest@21–23#, the fluids involved are
non-Newtonian.

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a sheet of visco
fluid flowing down an inclined plane. In an ‘‘outer’’ region
far from the contact line, surface tension plays no role, a
the film thickness in this region has been described by H
pert @1#. Near the contact line in an ‘‘inner’’ region, howeve
surface tension dominates@4–7#. The free surface of the film
forms a capillary ridge near the contact line, and it has b
shown that this ridge is unstable to perturbations in a ra
of wave numbers@4,11,12#. Surface tension is crucial for th
initial instability @3#, which leads to variations in the depth o
the ridge. The subsequent growth of the fingers is due to
fact that thicker regions of the ridge flow more easily und
the action of the external force@10,18#. A different interpre-
tation of the origin of the fingers that does not involve
instability is presented by Veretennikovet al. @13#.

The wavelength and growth rate of the instability f
Newtonian fluids have been calculated by Troianet al. @4#
They defined a length scale,, given by

,5
H

~3 Ca!1/3
, ~1!

whereH is a characteristic depth of the fluid film, normal
taken as the depth of the film where the inner and ou
regions join. Ca5hU/s is the capillary number,h is the
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~constant! viscosity of the fluid,U a characteristic flow ve-
locity, ands the surface tension. Troianet al. @4# performed
a linear stability analysis on the capillary ridge and found
fastest growing unstable mode to have a wavelength of
proximately 14,. Experimental studies of the fingering inst
bility in spin coating@16# and with Marangoni-forced contac
lines @20# showed good agreement with theoretical pred
tions of the dominant wavelength of the finger pattern a
the growth rate of the fingers. In the case of flow down
incline, the wavelengthl} sina21/3 @1#, where a is the
angle of inclination. This angle dependence has been c
firmed in experiments@1,2,8,9#, but the measured wave
lengths were roughly 50% smaller than predicted by
theory @9#. This discrepancy has been resolved to some
tent by Brenner@10,12#, who showed that the component o
the gravitational force perpendicular to the plane, which w
neglected in Ref.@4#, was significant, and found that at sma
angles of inclination the wavelength was not constant
units of ,.

In all cases, the fluids studied previously flowed for ar
trarily small inclination angles. This will not be the case f
fluids with a yield stress. As reviewed below, the maximu
shear stress developed in the fluid layer due to the do
slope component of gravity is proportional to the layer thic
ness and sina. For a smaller than some critical inclination
angleac , this will be less than the yield stress, and so t
material will not flow. This fact has been exploited in ‘‘in
clined plane rheometers,’’@27–30# that are used to determin

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of a sheet of fluid flowing down
plane inclined at an anglea to the horizontal. The fluid thickness i
h away from the contact line;y0 is the level at which the stress i
the fluid is equal to the yield stress.
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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the yield stress of a fluid either from the angle at which
layer of known thickness starts to flow, or from the lay
depth at which the material stops flowing at a given inclin
tion angle.

In this paper we study the fingering instability at the co
tact line of a sheet of yield-stress fluid flowing down
incline. As a result of the existence of a yield stress, the fl
does not flow fora<ac , and when it does flow, the viscos
ity is a function of strain rate, and so for both inclinatio
angle and position within the fluid. We first derive an expre
sion for the length scale,, and so of the wavelength of th
finger pattern, as a function of inclination angle. We th
present the results of experiments on suspensions of be
nite clay in water, and compare them with our theoreti
predictions.

II. THEORY

We consider a sheet of yield-stress fluid on an incline
shown in Fig. 1. The angle of inclination isa, the fluid flows
in thex direction, with they direction being perpendicular t
the plane. The finger pattern develops along thez direction,
which is out of the plane of the paper. We assume lami
flow, and for simplicity we assume that the film has a u
form thicknessh in the outer region. In this case the flo
velocity u is in thex direction, and by symmetry, it depend
only on y away from the contact line. These assumptio
essentially ignore the subtleties of the free surface shape
the matching of the inner and outer regions@4,12#, but are
adequate for our purposes.

We do not perform a detailed analysis of the equations
motion for this system. Rather, we simply assume that
instability occurs, and thatl is proportional to the length
scale,. We derive an expression for, and for thea depen-
dence of the pattern wavelength, modifying the argument
Ref. @4# to take into account the non-Newtonian properties
our fluid. These properties enter in the calculation of
capillary number Ca through the velocityU and the viscosity
h. For a Newtonian fluid,h is constant by definition, but fo
a yield-stress fluid,h is a function of strain rate, and i
infinite when the stress is below the yield stress.

We will use the Herschel-Bulkley model of a yield-stre
fluid. For one-dimensional flow, such as we consider he
the Herschel-Bulkley constitutive relation is

t5tc1Kġn, t.tc , ~2a!

ġ50, t<tc , ~2b!

wheret is the stress,tc the yield stress,ġ5]u/]y the strain
rate, andK and n are parameters that are typically dete
mined by fitting Eq.~2a! to rheological data. The Bingham
model is a special case of Eqs.~2! with n51. Clay-water
suspensions, like that used in the experiments describe
Sec. III are reasonably well characterized by Eqs.~2! with
n'1/3 @30#.

The problem of uniform laminar flow of a layer of yield
stress fluid on an incline has been studied previou
@28–33#. In the outer region, away from the contact line, t
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steady state stress in the layer is due to the component o
gravitational force in thex direction, and is a function ofy
only. It is given by

t~y!5rg~h2y!sina, ~3!

where r is the fluid density,g is the acceleration due to
gravity, and we have used the no-stress boundary cond
t50 at the free surfacey5h. The stress is maximum aty
50, where it is equal to

t~0!5rgh sina. ~4!

For flow to occur, this must be greater than the yield stre
This allows us to define a critical angleac , below which
flow does not occur for a layer of thicknessh:

sinac5tc /rgh. ~5!

If t(0).tc , then the fluid will be sheared fromy50 up to
a level y5y0 at which the stress is equal totc . For y0,y
<h the stress is less thantc and the fluid is not sheared. Th
unsheared region has a thicknessh0, where

h05tc /rg sina. ~6!

The thickness of the layerh is equal toy01h0, so

y05h2h05h2
tc

rg sina
~7a!

5
h

sina
~sina2sinac!. ~7b!

To determine, for our fluid layer, we need expression
for the characteristic velocityU and the viscosityh. We get
the velocityu(y) in the layer by rewriting Eq.~2! as

ġ5du/dy5S t2tc

K D 1/n

~8!

for t.tc . Integrating this with the no-slip boundary cond
tion u(0)50, we get@30#

u~y!5S rg sina

K D 1/n 1

11~1/n!
@y0

11(1/n)

2~y02y!11(1/n)# for y,y0 ~9!

and

u~y!5u~y0!5S rg sina

K D 1/n 1

11~1/n!
y0

11(1/n) for y>y0 .

~10!

The viscosityh of the fluid is

h5t/ġ5
tc

ġ
1Kġn21. ~11!
4-2
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This depends onġ andy. For our purposes we need only

characteristic viscosity, so we takeġ'u(y0)/y0 in Eq. ~11!,
which gives

h5
tcy0

u~y0!
1KS u~y0!

y0
D n21

. ~12!

Taking the characteristic velocityU to beu(y0) and using
Eqs.~7b! and ~10!, we have
at
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03150
hU5hu~y0!5tcy01
Ku~y0!n

y0
n21

~13!

5
rgh2

sina Fsinac~sina2sinac!1S 1

11~1/n! D
n

3~sina2sinac!
2G . ~14!

Using the constant layer thicknessh as the characteristic
thickness and substituting Eq.~14!, into Eq. ~1!, we end up
with an expression for, for our Herschel-Bulkley fluid:
,5S sh sina

3rg D 1/3 1

Fsinac~sina2sinac!1S 1

11~1/n! D
n

~sina2sinac!
2G1/3. ~15!
y
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For a Newtonian fluid,ac50 and n51, and Eq.~15! re-
duces to

,5S sh

3rg sina D 1/3

, ~16!

which recovers thea dependence found previously for th
case@1,4#.

Assuming thatl is proportional to, @4#, which should be
the case as long asa is not close to zero@10#, Eq.~15! shows
that l diverges at the critical angleac and approaches
finite value ata590°. Note that, does not depend strongl
on the rheology of the fluid, except through the critical inc
nation angleac , which is proportional to the yield stress.,
is independent ofK, and depends onn only through the
coefficient 1/@11(1/n)n# in the second term of the denom
nator. This coefficient is always of order 1, varying from
for n50 to 0.3688 forn→`.

III. EXPERIMENT

Fingering experiments were done by flowing a fix
quantity of fluid down an incline. We used suspensions
bentonite clay in water. The bentonite was used as obta
from the supplier~Fisher Scientific!. The size distribution of
the bentonite powder was determined using the sedime
tion method, in which the particle sizes were determin
from their stationary falling velocity in water. The maximu
particle diameter was approximately 4mm.

The bentonite was mixed with deionized water at conc
trations of 6%, 7%, and 8% bentonite by weight. The s
pensions were mixed for 15 min with an Arrow 1750 mixe
then for 10 min with a hand-held kitchen blender, and th
with the Arrow mixer for another 5 min. The suspension w
f
ed

ta-
d

-
-

,
n
s

mixed again with the Arrow mixer for 5 min immediatel
before starting a run.

Our experimental apparatus consisted of a 61 cm by
cm sheet of float glass mounted on an aluminum frame
allowed the glass sheet to be tilted to both positive and ne
tive inclination angles. Prior to each run, the glass surf
was cleaned with deionized water and then wiped clean w
paper towels. The surface was tilted to a fixed negative an
and 250 ml of the experimental fluid was poured evenly in
the downhill end. The fluid was allowed to sit for 5 minute
after which the glass surface was tilted quickly and smoot
to the desired positive anglea. At small a, the fluid sheet
did not flow at all, since the maximum stress in the flu
sheet did not exceed the yield stress. Fora.ac flow did
occur. Fingering was observed at the front of the fluid sh
for all runs in which flow occurred. A video camera mount
above the plane and interfaced to a personal computer
corded images of the flowing sheet at a preselected t
interval.

An example of the fingering patterns observed is shown
Fig. 2. Typically, the fingers nearest to the edges of the pl
form sooner and grow to be longer than the others due to
boundary conditions at the edges, but this seemed to h

FIG. 2. Fingers at the contact line of a sheet of a suspensio
6% bentonite by weight in water. Herea521.5° and the raised end
of the plane is at the top of the figure. The field of view is 39.8 c
in the horizontal direction.
4-3
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little effect on the spacing between adjacent fingers. The
tern wavelengthl was measured directly from the record
video images at the earliest time at which the fingers w
clearly identifiable. The wavelength was not perfectly u
form, with the standard deviation inl being typically ap-
proximately 20%. This variation inl is similar to what has
been found in experiments on Newtonian fluids@9#.

The measured wavelengths are plotted as a function
sina in Fig. 3 for the 6% and 8% bentonite suspensions. T
results for the 7% suspension lay in between the two d
sets shown. The wavelengths plotted have been aver
over all fingers in an image and often averaged over two
more runs at the same angle. The error bars are stan
deviations. Also plotted are fits of the data to the form p
dicted by the theory given above,

l5
A1 sina1/3

$sinac~sina2sinac!1A2~sina2sinac!
2%1/3

,

~17!

with sinac and A1 free parameters. The coefficientA2 was
fixed at 0.63 ~the expected value of the factor 1/@1
1(1/n)#n for n5 1

3 ). The agreement between the data a
the fits is quite good, although the theory perhaps overe
mates the wavelength at higher angles for the 6% data. V
ing the value ofA2 between 0.63 and 1 did not dramatical
change the quality of the fit, and caused the other parame
to change by less than their uncertainty. On the other ha
settingA250, that is, removing the second term in the d
nominator of Eq.~17!, made the fits significantly worse, an
makingA2 large did not improve the agreement at higha.

The values of the fit parameters obtained for the th
concentrations studied are given in Table I. Of most inter
is sinac , from which the yield stress can be determined. W
estimate the initial thickness of the fluid layer from the vo
ume and the length of the fluid sheet as poured, and u
Eq. ~5! we obtain the values of the yield stress listed in t
fourth column of Table I. These values oftc are in good

FIG. 3. The measured wavelength of the finger pattern plotte
a function of sina for 6% ~circles! and 8% ~squares! bentonite-
water suspensions. The dashed lines are fits to the theoretica
pression, Eq.~17!.
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agreement with the rheological data of Ref.@24#, but some-
what higher than those measured by us with a cone and p
rheometer.

IV. DISCUSSION

The theoretical expression for the length scale, given by
Eq. ~15! describes our wavelength data well. In particul
the prediction that the wavelength diverges at the criti
angle ac is borne out by the data, and the values ofac
determined from the fits give yield stresses consistent w
published values@24#. Because, is proportional toU21/3, it
is not surprising that the wavelength of the finger patte
diverges when the flow stops for both yield-stress and Ne
tonian fluids. However, the situation is different in the tw
cases: for Newtonian fluids, the flow stops because ther
no driving force fora50, while in the case considered he
flow stops ata5ac because the fluid’s viscosity become
infinite there.

From Eq.~15!, we expect the fitting parameterA1 to be
proportional to (sh/3rg)1/3. Estimating this quantity and
comparing it to the values ofA1 shown in Table I suggest
that l'35,, with the constant of proportionality bein
somewhat larger for the 8% data. Neitherr nor s vary much
over the range of concentrations studied here, but the
layer was thicker by roughly a factor of 2 than the two le
concentrated layers due to the higher viscosity and y
stress of the 8% fluid. This accounts at least partly for
increase. For a Newtonian fluid, de Bruyn foundl'9.4,@9#
from similar experiments over a range of inclination angl

We emphasize that our theoretical prediction does
come from a complete stability analysis of the equations
motion for a sheet of Herschel-Bulkley fluid flowing dow
an incline, but is rather an approximation based on an ex
sion of the results derived for Newtonian fluids@4#. We have
ignored any variation in depth of the sheet and the rat
subtle physics that pertains near the contact line@4,12#. We
have not tried to estimate the growth rate of the finger
instability; this would have to come from an analysis of t
equations of motion.
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TABLE I. Parameters and yield stress obtained from fits of
experimental data to Eq.~17!.

Concentration~%! A1 ~cm! sinac tc ~Pa!a

6 5.960.6 0.08160.003 2.22
7 5.660.7 0.15160.003 5.69
8 10.961.5 0.26260.009 17.0

aFrom Eq.~5!.
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